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GA-ASI Announces Second Predator C Avenger UAS Completes Successful First Flight

SAN DIEGO – 7 February 2012 – General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI), a leading manufacturer of Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems (UAS), tactical reconnaissance radars, and electro-optic surveillance systems, today announced the successful flight 
of a second multi-mission jet-powered Predator® C Avenger® aircraft.

“The first flight of our second Avenger aircraft is a significant achievement as it refines the first prototype design to an operational 
capability,” said Frank Pace, president, Aircraft Systems Group, GA-ASI. “Avenger provides the right capabilities for the right cost at 
the right time and is operationally ready today. This aircraft offers unique advantages in terms of performance, cost, timescale, and 
adaptability that are unmatched by any other UAS in its class.” 

The first flight of the second aircraft in the Avenger fleet occurred on January 12 at the company’s Gray Butte Flight Operations Facility 
in Palmdale, Calif. Tail 2 met all performance objectives in its first flight. The aircraft features a longer fuselage than the first Avenger 
aircraft – increased by four feet to accommodate larger payloads and fuel. Avenger can carry up to 
3,500 lb internally and its wing hard points are capable of carrying weapons ranging from the 500 lb class to the 2,000 lb class.

Production of a third and fourth UAS in the Avenger series is also underway, with Tail 3 expected to fly by late summer and Tail 4 by 
early next year. 

With avionics based upon the battle-proven Predator B/MQ-9 Reaper, Avenger is designed to perform high-speed, long-endurance, 
multi-mission Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) and precision-strike missions over land or sea. The aircraft has a 
44-foot long fuselage, a 66-foot wingspan, is capable of flying at over 400 KTAS, and has an endurance of over 16 hours. Avenger can 
support a wide array of sensors and weapons loads and has been designed to carry an all-weather GA-ASI Lynx® Multi-mode Radar, 
an Electro-optical/ Infrared (EO/IR) sensor, and a 2,000 lb Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), delivering an optimal balance of long 
loiter ISR and  precision-strike capability.

New high-resolution photos of Predator C Avenger are available from the GA-ASI media contact listed above. 

About GA-ASI

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc., an affiliate of General Atomics, delivers situational awareness by providing unmanned 
aircraft, radar, and electro-optic solutions for military and commercial applications worldwide. The company's Aircraft Systems Group is 
a leading designer and manufacturer of proven, reliable unmanned aircraft systems, including Predator A, Predator B, Gray Eagle, and 
the new Predator C Avenger®. It also manufactures a variety of solid-state digital Ground Control Stations (GCS), including the next-
generation Advanced Cockpit GCS, and provides pilot training and support services for UAS field operations. The Reconnaissance 
Systems Group designs, manufactures, and integrates the Lynx® Multi-mode Radar and sophisticated Claw® sensor control and 
image analysis software into both manned and unmanned aircraft. It also develops and integrates other sensor and communication 
equipment into manned ISR aircraft and develops emerging technologies in solid-state lasers, electro-optic sensors, and ultra-
wideband data links for government applications. For more information, please visit www.ga-asi.com. 

Predator, Avenger, Lynx, and Claw are registered trademarks and Gray Eagle is a trademark of General Atomics Aeronautical 
Systems, Inc. 
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Kimberly Kasitz
Public Relations Manager
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